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Jerry Vilakazi - Chairman  
 

Good morning ladies and gentlemen. I’m Jerry Vilakazi, the Chairman of Netcare. I would like to 
welcome you all to this presentation of our interim results for the period ended  March 2010. I also 
want to acknowledge in our midst some of the Board of Directors of Netcare who have joined us this 
morning. I’ve seen some of them. Morty Sacks, my immediate predecessor, and the man I look up to 
and who has guided me personally in my journey since taking over from him as Chairman. And I think 
I’ve also seen Norman Weltman walking in, and the other colleagues that I haven’t seen also from the 
executive who are here. But I think without wasting time we are very excited as a company to be 
presenting these results, especially these results that we present immediately after a year which 
globally has been a very difficult year with the recession that we are just coming out of as an economy 
and that the world is still recovering from. And as you take this journey with us in looking at our results 
I’m going to call upon our CEO, Richard, who is going to take us through the first part. And when he 
finishes we will directly call Vaughan Firman and introduce him, who is our CFO, to do the financials. 
Thank you. 
 
 
Richard Friedland - CEO 
 

Good morning, ladies and gentlemen, and thank you for joining us here this morning. Thank you, 
Jerry, for that kind introduction. Also to thank our management teams in South Africa and the United 
Kingdom for an excellent performance under some very difficult conditions over these past six months. 
As a manager I think we will recognise how hard it is sometimes to ground out results, and I think 
we’re very pleased with what we’re about to show you. Fundisa, can we get our computer going? 
Perhaps whilst we’re waiting for that I think if you look at these results there are probably three or four 
characteristics of these results that differentiate it probably from prior years. One is that this year the 
impact of currency is quite significant. I will allude to it, but Vaughan will take you through that in terms 
of the strength of the Rand in terms of its appreciation against the Pound. The second is the benefit 
that we’ve had on lower interest rates here in South Africa on our debt. I think a third feature that is 
very important to understand and realise is that General Healthcare, our acquisition in the United 
Kingdom, not only contributes positively to our results but this year is accretive in real terms to 
Netcare’s earnings, taking into account the £217 million that we invested in General Healthcare and 
the finance charges associated with that. 
 
I’ll take you through as per usual and our custom some of the business highlights, and then turn to 
Vaughan, our Chief Financial Officer, who will take you through some of the numbers. Just a picture of 
Unitas, our largest hospital situated in Centurion, some 476 beds, the largest private hospital in the 
southern hemisphere. So some of the group highlights I’ve mentioned the currency. The other 
highlight for us is that we’ve had an improved performance in both geographies. And I’m going to talk 
to that in some detail when we unpack South Africa and the United Kingdom. Our basic earnings per 
share from continuing operations have increased some 39%, remembering that we no longer have 
earnings from Ampath coming through. We have continued to expand in the United Kingdom. 
Importantly in terms of our normalisation process here in South Africa we again were voted the 
number one healthcare company in terms of empowerment in the latest Financial Mail ratings. And a 
result of our very good results we’ve been able to increase the capital reduction from some 16c last 
year up to 19c this year. 
 
Just looking at the group financial highlights, these are the actual results. And then I’ve shown you 
here in this column the impact of these results were we to hold currency in Pounds, the Rand Pound 
exchange rate, where it was last year and the impact really in terms of revenue and expenses and 
then in assets and liabilities. So whilst revenue grew in both geographies, South Africa and the United 
Kingdom, when you translate those Pounds into Rands our revenue shrunk by some 5%. But at 
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constant currency you will see there was a 9.9% swing on revenue at the top line for the group as a 
result of currency, on EBITDA some 12.7% negative swing and a 12.5% negative swing on operating 
profit. But nonetheless you can still see a very good leverage at the EBITDA level. Operating profit is 
up, and our margins are up by 100 percentage points there. Net debt coming down essentially due to 
the impact of currency. And then our adjusted basic headline earnings per share, we’ve been 
consistent in looking at this number in terms of the impact of our swaps. This increased by some 
24.6%, allowing us to declare almost a 19% increase in our capital reduction. 
 
So turning to South Africa quickly and having a look at some of the highlights here, we’ve seen the 
demand for healthcare continuing. Hospitals have maintained their volumes off a very high base. 
We’ve seen a very good turnaround performance in Primary care. When we presented last year we 
had given guidance that we hoped Primary care would break even. We’re doing better than that at the 
moment, and 911 has also put in a very good performance. We’ve seen good performances from our 
associates, and we’re about to start operating in Lesotho, which is probably the largest public private 
partnership in Africa. We have three primary care clinics ready to go. We’ve opened one with another 
two opening later, and the main hospital due for its opening the middle of next year. We’ve continued 
with our capital investment in South Africa. We’ll show you some examples of this and then talk to 
some new projects that our Board has approved. Given the developmental state of South Africa we 
continue to invest very heavily in education. This year we celebrated our 21st anniversary at Netcare 
education. It’s the largest private nursing education facility and training institution with five campuses 
in South Africa, and this year we have some 3,500 students currently being trained. 
 
This is our score card. You can see that we continue to make progress here. Clearly there is a lot of 
work to be done. We were ranked 13th overall in South Africa in the latest review, top in the healthcare 
sector. I think what’s pleasing here is that our spend with BEE accredited companies, which is close 
on R5 billion to R6 billion, is well over 80% as of March of this year. Just in terms of the highlights for 
South Africa, good revenue growth of 7.1% within our guidance range of 7% to 10% for the year, really 
offset by lower revenue in Primary Cure as we terminated loss-making schemes in that division. But 
excellent leverage at the EBITDA level, rising some 11.7% due to good performance in the three main 
divisions in South Africa. Net debt you can see, and Vaughan will talk to, but importantly our margin 
increased in South Africa to 17.2%, again within our guidance of 17% to 18% that we gave the market 
at our results in November. And operating profit margin also increased to a very pleasing 14.1%. 
 
Just looking at the hospitals, we’ve commissioned 77 new beds in these six months. We’ve opened 
some incredible facilities. Some of you may have watched SkyNews on television in the last few days 
to see the incredible hype around the neuro-interventional theatre, the first ever opened in the United 
Kingdom that allows for sophisticated brain surgery. Well, I’d like to remind our audience that we have 
the very first one in Africa that we opened in the last six months at N1 City in Goodwood in the Cape. 
I’m also pleased to announce that after many years in pilot phase and many hiccups we’re rolling out 
the last phase of SAP. I think it takes our business to a different level in terms of an enterprise-wide 
system. It does come with costs, and we’ve absorbed much of that in the first six months of this year. 
 
A good growth in Netcare 911 in terms of managed lives. Now it’s some 7.9 million South Africans 
covered by this service. And then importantly our aero medical service in South Africa has been the 
first in sub-Saharan Africa to receive an international accreditation. There are only ten such services 
internationally. And I raise this because we’ve seen many of these so-called services come and go, 
some of them with very prominent branding, but in reality at the end of the day it’s the quality of the 
service that really counts. And we remain fully prepared to welcome the world and all guests to South 
Africa for FIFA’s World Cup 2010™. We have some 21 hospitals designated and accredited by FIFA 
that will be providing services, and Netcare 911 has also been awarded a tender by national treasury 
in terms of providing services as well. 
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Looking at hospitals and emergency services, we had a good growth here in revenue of some 9.5% 
off a high base last year. EBITDA as a margin was somewhat slightly down, but really due to a 
number of costs. One was the SAP IT rollout. The second is we have taken on board a lot more 
training costs in the past six months. And a feature of both Netcare 911 and our hospitals is the 
increased amount of indigent patients, patients without medical aid accessing our hospitals on an 
emergency basis or ourselves treating emergencies, either roadside or due to violence and trauma in 
other circumstances. And that certainly has impacted our results. It’s the nature of the sector we are 
in. And it is part of our values to maintain the sanctity of life. We would never turn away an emergency 
under any circumstances.  
 
Having a look at Primary care we’ve seen a very good improvement in Primary care, particularly in 
Prim Cure and also in Medicross. In Prime Cure we’ve reduced the number of lives under 
management. We’ve terminated loss-making schemes, and pleasingly you’ll notice that we’ve reduced 
the risk profile from full risk to primary and secondary risk. Now only 36% is full risk. I’ll show you a 
slide on that. In Medicross we continue to improve that network. We are also rolling out a state of the 
art practise management IT system this year which will be complete at the end of October. 
 
So having a look at the Primary care financial highlights you will see that although revenue is down 
some 8.7% we’ve been able to demonstrate a R22 million turnaround at the EBITDA line and some 
R20 million turnaround at the operating profit line. Here’s an example of what I was saying. The 
reduction in full risk is down to some 36% this year, with primary and secondary risk rising to 64%, 
again part of our risk mitigation strategy in this low income managed care organisation.  
 
I think looking forward our Board has taken a decision to approve capex of some R670 million over 
and above the capex we would spend ordinarily in the year. This year we guided the market that we 
would be spending R800 million on capital expenditure. Of that R670 million another R150 million of 
that will be spent in this year, so we will be guiding the market that our capital expenditure is going to 
increase to just under R1 billion, R950 million for the period to September 30th. The reason being is 
that we have some outstanding projects in South Africa. They have all been approved by the 
Department of Health. We have the licenses for them, and we felt it was very prudent to approve 
them. They include the new Waterfall Hospital in Midrand, part of the Waterfall complex. That’s 132 
beds and eight theatres. Another 12 large projects, 295 new beds, a refurbishment of some 238 beds, 
21 smaller projects throughout the country and an additional three theatres – some of them are 
cardiac catheterisation; others are conventional – and some 30 doctors’ consulting rooms. It’s a 
demonstration of our confidence in South African healthcare and the need to maintain and expand our 
network in very strategic areas that we have identified. And as I’ve said, capex will now therefore 
increase to R950 million for this full year. 
 
Just a picture of our primary care clinic. This is one of three rural clinics that we will be running for the 
government of Lesotho. This is the Likotsi [?] clinic. And these are pictures of the original clinic as you 
can see what it looked like and the state of disrepair that it’s in. We have an official opening of this 
clinic later in the month. This is what the new clinic looks like, with a fully fledged pharmacy, midwife 
and maternity services and a fully fledged primary healthcare centre. And artist’s version of our new 
green, environmentally friendly Waterfall in Midrand – it’s 132 beds – hopefully opening in August to 
September of next year. 
 
I think turning to the United Kingdom, just to show you our geographical coverage. And for those of 
you who have been covering General Healthcare since we acquired it in May of 2006, let me take you 
through some of the differences. We’ve been able to increase our national footprint to about 70 sites. 
In this slide we’re showing you for the first time what we call four infertility clinics. It’s a joint venture 
with Care. We’ve had that since acquisition; we’ve just never really shown it in these numbers. The 
ophthalmic project ended this year, so we only have three Netcare UK sites left. These were the sites 
we added last year. Particularly we pointed out our growing presence in London with the BMI Fitzroy 
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Square and our consulting rooms.  And I’m delighted to inform the market that we’ve increased our 
presence in London and central London in Harley Street this year with a diagnostic centre, and then 
just off Harley Street with a new clinic, Weymouth Street clinic, which opened three weeks ago, and 
then another acquisition at the Phoenix Hospital in South End, a joint venture as well.  So despite the 
recessionary environment and the very difficult trading in the United Kingdom we’ve been able to 
acquire and invest in assets on very favourable terms. Looking at this pie chart we remain the UK’s 
number one healthcare provider. If you strip out the NHS private patient units our market share is in 
the mid 30’s.  
 
I think the overriding feature of the UK results is that despite almost no inflation, some of the highest 
unemployment in the UK since 1994 and a very severe recession our management team under Adrian 
Fawcett has been able to grow revenue by some 2.8%. And I urge you to take that into account when 
comparing their growth rates versus the kind of inflation we see in our own market. That’s an 
outstanding result. And an EBITDA growth of some 8.3%. Efficiency programmes are on track and 
we’ve been able to improve the margin. We had given guidance that we would maintain it. We’re still 
seeing very good growth in NHS as Choose & Book comes through. We think there is a lot of volume 
still to come through our network. We met all of our debt covenants very comfortably and with a lot of 
headroom. 
 
You will be aware that we issued a SENS on about the 8th December last year in which our partners in 
General Healthcare had the right under the partnership agreement had the right to explore an IPO 
listing of the operating company of General Healthcare on the London Stock Exchange. We’ve been 
doing an enormous amount of work on this. We have made excellent progress, but it is certainly the 
view of our partners that given the volatile situation in markets, particularly in Europe with it really 
being known as to how it might unfold, not only in terms of Greece but now in Portugal and Spain, that 
they are going to delay a decision regarding an IPO. And we will report back as and when that 
changes. 
 
So let’s unpack that income statement very briefly for you. Volume growth of 2.6% really coming from 
the NHS. Non-recurring items here actually positive because we had a repurchase of some sterilising 
equipment we had sold into a joint venture and have now taken back in-house. We initially outsourced 
this business; we have now taken it back inside. So ultimately a reported EBITDA of some 8.3% 
increase at a margin now climbing to 27%. I remind those of you when we first made the acquisition in 
2006 that our business plan demonstrated that our goal was to achieve a margin of some 27%. So 
that for us is a very important milestone. And clearly profit after tax rose very substantially to £16.9 
million. It has been impacted by a £3 million swap ineffectiveness, so the results would have been 
somewhat higher, but that has been our consistent treatment of that. And profit after tax was up more 
than £10 million on the bottom line. 
 
I put these two slides up really to show you the profile and nature of the growth trajectory in General 
Healthcare as a whole. And as you all know it is made up of an operating company and a property 
company and a wholeco. This demonstrates the wholeco, operating and property companies together. 
The compound annual growth at revenue was 8.4% and at EBITDA was some 9.4%. I urge caution 
just on the H1 figures that we show. These are pro forma. We hadn’t taken control of this business 
until May and so these are pro forma numbers. Pleasingly you can see the margin increasing, and that 
was a full year margin of 22.6% up to 27% over the period. So as a wholeco it is still showing good 
operational leverage and good growth. When you now split that out in terms of the operating company 
and the property company you can see the enormous growth at the EBITDA line as a result of coming 
off a fixed rental charge that only escalates at about 2.5% per annum. So as we’re able to grow the 
EBITDA at more than 2.5% per annum clearly you can see the compound annual growth in the 
operating company of the EBITDA increasing here almost by 15.7% off a revenue of 7.5%. And the 
compound annual growth here of Propco is some 4.3%, just demonstrating the financial leverage 
we’ve been able to achieve in that business. 
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Looking at the profile of case load and its component parts, taking into account the acquisitions we’ve 
made but also the breakdown of self-pay, medical insurance or private medical insurance, or medical 
aid as we know it, and NHS. You can see that private medical insurance has kind of remained flat 
here. It is marginally down but effectively the same. If you take out the very unseasonably bad weather 
we had over December and January which affected trading quite significantly in the United Kingdom 
you can see the falloff in self-pay, and that is now beginning to show early signs of recovery, obviously 
being assisted here in terms of our growth by the growth in NHS. And this green really demonstrates 
the growth as a result of our acquisitions from 2007.  
 
We put this slide up in November, and I want to draw your attention again that our guidance remains 
unchanged. This is where we were in September last year, and we showed this to you in November. 
Self-pay had come off dramatically as a result of the recession and events after the 14th September 
2008. We had seen a rapid rise in NHS volumes and insured remained flat. And you can see here we 
are still forecasting a rise in NHS. We believe there are still good volumes to come through there. On 
self-pay we are seeing early signs of recovery, but we think that will take a long period. Insured lives, 
given where unemployment and recession is in the United Kingdom, we think that will be under 
pressure for the next 12 months but we see that picking up in the long term. And I think that is in itself 
vindicated by the decision on the purchase of Standard Life by Discovery in terms of the longer term 
health and growth of this insured market in the United Kingdom.  
 
And finally, looking forward is really about consolidating this business over the next six months. We’ve 
made a number of acquisitions. We want to get our internal controls absolutely spot on and improve 
our working capital. Our working capital has been under pressure due to the rise in NHS debtors and 
the volume of work. Clearly we still want to retain our position in terms of quality of care and patient 
outcomes. And really we’re looking to engage with new government, a very exciting coalition, in terms 
of what their fiscal constraints are both in terms of the broader Great Britain and the NHS, and 
hopefully come up with some innovative solutions. I’m going to turn over to Vaughan to take us 
through the numbers. Thank you very much. 
 
 
Vaughan Firman - CFO 
 

Right thank you, Richard, and good morning ladies and gentlemen. It’s my privilege to take you though 
the results for the March 2010 half year. Before we start, the first two slides that I’ve put up are two 
slides that show the economic factors that have influenced our results over the last six months. And 
the first slide that I’m showing is the currency impact that influenced our results. If you have a look a 
year ago our Rand was trading at R13.64. It is now down to R11.03. That means that our currency has 
improved by some 19% year on year. As you get into the results you’ll be able to see that every single 
asset, every single liability and every single income statement item has been impacted by currency 
fluctuations. We do not hedge in any way. We take our no cross currency swaps and we take out no 
form of derivative instrument on our UK results. We take them as they come. And this has had a major 
impact on our results. The second impact that has affected our results is the fact that interest rates in 
South Africa have dropped from 15.5% to 10%. And that has also had an impact on our interest build 
during the course of the last six months.  
 
So if we draw down a bit now, if you look at our revenue analysis – and Richard did cover some of this 
– our results using normal exchange rates were down 5%. But if you use a constant currency rate 
we’re up 4.9%. And that gives you a far better feel as to what actually has happened during the course 
of the last six months, where in fact the UK did show an improvement in revenue, but if you take into 
account what has happened to the Rand we’ve actually had a decline. So this slide shows you the 
movement of the revenue. Similarly if you look at operating profit. Operating profit actually only grew 
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1.2%, but if you strip out the currency impact it grew some 13.7%, which again shows a far better view 
of what we believe the results really are. Again we’ve done a third slide on this. It’s the interest rate 
analysis. And there’s one further impact there. The South African interest rates have declined by 
nearly a quarter, approximately 22%, and that is due to lower debt levels during the course of this year 
as well as the fact that our interest rates have declined. And when we get into the interest rate slides I 
will cover that some more. But if you look at the overseas section we’re down 22.1% overall. But a far 
better view is to look at it in constant currency, it’s down 4.2% using a constant cross-currency rate. So 
just those three slides give us a feel for what the results really are. 
 
I put this graph in just to show what the geographic spread of the results is.  And if you have a look, 
given the fact that the currency has changed so much, you will be able to see just looking at revenue 
South African generated 54% of revenue this year but last year it was 48%. And a sizeable proportion 
of that mix change is due to the currency. The same with EBITDAR and the same with net interest 
pay. So headline earnings, the UK generated 13% of our earnings for the half year. But if you strip out 
the currency impact they would actually be up to about 16%. And if you strip out the hedge, that has a 
further impact on it. And as Richard alluded to, if you compare the interest build to what we purchased 
this for and you compare it to what our earnings are now, the UK is now accretive on our earnings.  
 
So looking at the summarised group income statement – and that is IFRS compliant. That’s not getting 
into the stripping out of the currency – we have mentioned that revenue is down 5%, operating profit is 
up 1.2%, but then with financial expenses being translated at a far lower rate they actually improved 
by some 19.7%. And unfortunately we do have a R3 million charge in that which is the result of the 
ineffective portion of our interest rate swap offshore. And that has come through our income statement 
whereas last year it didn’t. Our attributable earnings of associates are up 60%. And that is due to the 
PPPs which are kicking in now and delivering profits for us. And we will get into the balance sheet 
where you will see that we’ve had to increase our investments into PPPs but it has delivered the 
required results of increasing profits by approximately R6 million. And bear in mind all our PPPs do 
come through this line. They don’t come through these three top line figures. 
 
Profit before tax was up 47.2%. And then the tax has only grown by 30.3%, and that is due to the fact 
that in the UK we only pay a small amount of tax on our propco. Our OpCo does not pay tax because 
they’ve got a large amount of tax losses still to be utilised. So because of the mix change in the UK 
generating more profit before tax we’ve had a smaller increase in our tax rate. So that gives us a 
52.7% increase on profit from continuing operations. Last year we sold the Ampath joint venture and 
that realised a huge capital profit, so all-in profit for the period was up 37.6%.  
 
We’ve put this chart in just to show you the impact of headline earnings per share on all the various 
components of our income statement. If you start last year with 33.3c, actual IFRS compliant headline 
earnings is at 41.5c. But then we have also calculated it using the cross-currency exchange rate which 
is the same as last year’s cross-currency exchange rate, and that gives you 42.8c. And then if you had 
to remove the ineffective portion of the swap you get to 44.2c, which shows a 32.3% increase in 
adjusted headline earnings per share. And that’s the bottom line result of the half year as it were. 
Again just showing you our compound growth rates for the last three years half year on half year, 
headline earnings per share compound growth rate of 32% and South African headline earnings per 
share, 26%. And then the Board has approved a capital reduction of some 19c per share, which gives 
us a dividend cover of 2.2 times.  
 
If we then move on to the summarised statement of financial position what we’ve done here is tried to 
remove the foreign exchange effect again because of the fact that we’ve translated at such a low 
amount. And if you remove that you begin to see that the other movements are actually readily 
explainable. There has not been much movement in non-current assets. On property, plant and 
equipment we spent capex of some R270 million during the course of the year in South Africa and the 
UK we spent approximately £14 million, which translates to R153 million. And that is offset by 
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depreciation. Goodwill and intangible assets hardly moved. We’ve capitalised a bit on some software. 
And the associate companies, investments and loans, that has grown by some R57 million. That is 
due to the continued investments in PPP in South Africa as well as we’ve purchased two clinics in the 
West end of London.  
 
We will cover the current assets during the course of the next couple of slides, but one of the pleasing 
aspects is our cash which has grown R362 million from September last year. And that’s due to the UK 
where cash has grown from £19 million in March a year ago to £40 million in September and it is now 
sitting at £65 million at the end of March. Similarly, South Africa has also grown its cash holdings. So 
that has grown by some R365 million. Just moving to the other side of the statement of financial 
position, our shareholders equity continues to grow, which is normal if one strips out the foreign 
exchange impact, and that is due to ongoing profits. And perhaps the one thing that one can just look 
at is the financial liability, which has increased by £14 million during the course of the half year. We 
will look at the current liabilities in a future slide. 
 
Then just looking at our debt levels, again the UK dominates with 84% of all our debt being in the UK. 
But bear in mind that it is fully ring-fenced, and we have alluded to that in previous presentations. It’s 
not South African debt, and the Reserve Bank would preclude us from sending cash offshore in any 
case. So the UK debt sits at some R21 billion. South African debt is at R4.2 billion, to give us a total 
group net debt of R25 billion. Our rates, UK slightly down year on year, and the South African debt 
due to the prime rate decreases and average rate  have dropped from 9.5% to 8%.  
 
Just the South African debt position. We still have the convertible bond in place which the interest rate 
thereon is 6%. We make extensive use of our domestic medium-term note programme, and it is 
delivering us a very good result at 9.1%. We still have some pref shares, and as you can see we have 
repaid a lot of our expensive debt. The 11.2% we have repaid during the course of the last year. All in 
all that means that 55% of our debt is hedged. Last September it was 56%. We still have our global 
credit ratings, short-term A minus, and A1 minus on the long term. There has been no change now for 
approximately 18 months. And then just the cost of debt, which has dropped due to the interest rates 
which have dropped in South Africa. 
 
The UK debt, to give you an analysis of where we’re at, we still have the OpCo debt and we still have 
the propco debt, and it is very much in line with what we had in September, although we have repaid 
according to the amounts that we have to owe the bank. There is still £230 million of gross debt in 
OpCo and £1.6 billion of gross debt in PropCo. 96% of our debt has been fixed until at least 2013. And 
as we get into the next slide you will be able to see what our covenants looks like. This is a busy slide, 
but we have put in all our covenants just to show you the headroom. The most important covenant that 
all the bankers in the room will tell me they look at is the cash cover. They monitor that. But if you have 
a look here we’re close to £100 million of headroom on our cash cover ratio. The other two that are 
important are interest cover and leverage, and again there is significant headroom on both of those. 
The capex one is not an important one in the sense that that is relatively easy to control, but it does 
have some £20 million of headroom. The PropCo side, which is the most important one, is our rent 
cover. And that has £45 million of headroom. And bear in mind if you rent cover is over 1.4 times you 
breach your loan to value ratio. So we are more than £45 million higher than 1.4 times, which is a 
good ratio. This ratio is a very narrow ratio, very limited headroom, but bear in mind that both the rent 
and interest in PropCo is 100% fixed for the period of the term. That is a ratio that has deliberately 
been set very high, but there are no issues on that. So the repayment terms of the UK debt, £20 
million this year, growing to £40 million in 2013, and thereafter a large amount of debt to refinance. 
 
Just on interest rate swaps, we’ve put that slide in to show you what has happened to interest rates 
since September 2008, the last 18 months. Debt in the UK has become a lot cheaper. It has dropped 
from 6.3% to 0.7%, but because we are fixed that’s why we’re out of the money on our interest rate 
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swaps to the amount of R2.6 billion. We did allude to the fact that we do have an ineffective portion 
coming through the income statement this year of some R36 million.  
 
Our working capital. Just because of the anomaly of Easter falling on the 2nd April we had to increase 
stock over the long weekend to ensure that all of the hospitals were replenished accordingly. So our 
inventory did grow by some four days, but that is just due to the fact that Easter did fall on a peculiar 
day on the 2nd April which did impact us. Our trade debtors are up slightly because of hospital debtors, 
but we have seen significant improvement in both the primary care and the 911 debtors, which means 
that debt year on year has only grown by some R93 million. And bear in mind that our turnover has 
increased by 7% over that period. Our trade and other payables have grown as we have increased 
credit to financing along selective lines. We have paid our tax up to date so we have R203 million 
owing to the tax man, which is really our current year profits. So overall, pleasingly I think we can say 
that our actual working capital has actually declined year on year. In the UK our working capital has 
grown, but that is due to the impact of the business mix arising from increased NHS activity. So I think 
one of the ratios that we look at on a monthly basis and one that is very important for us is our cash 
generation. And cash generation has grown over the last three years from 72% to some 79%, which is 
one of the pleasing aspects of our half year results.  
 
And that concludes the financial aspects of the presentation. Before I move on to the guidance I just 
want to thank the finance staff for all their hard work during the course of the last few weeks. I think it 
has been the smoothest half year end we’ve gone through, so every time things improve a bit. Just 
moving on to the guidance. Our revenue growth guidance remains unchanged both in the UK and in 
South Africa. The operating efficiencies, we’ve kept our EBITDA margin between 17% and 18%, and 
in the UK we’re expecting to maintain EBITDA margins. But we have changed our capex. Our capex 
we’ve grown in South Africa and we’ve reduced in the UK, so capex in South Africa we’ve pushed up 
to R950 million but the UK we’ve dropped to £50 million. I thank you, and I hand back to Richard. 
 
 
Richard Friedland - CEO 
 

Ladies and gentlemen, we welcome any questions if there are any. 
 
 
Male speaker 
 

This question is probably more for Vaughan. Your dividend growth or the capital reduction per share 
growth was closer to the growth in SA earnings per share or earnings, which seems to make sense 
given the fact that you’re unlikely to be repatriating capital from the UK to service an SA dividend 
payment on the SA register. Can you give us some guidance on future growth of dividends with 
respect to earnings per share and specifically SA profit growth? 
 
 
Vaughan Firman - CFO 
 

We don’t have a specific dividend cover ratio, but we do monitor it based on every Board meeting 
when it arises. So we look at it on a six month by six month basis. But it is as you say. We base it very 
much on the SA earnings because of the UK earnings. But 2.2 times I think we’re relatively 
comfortable with. 
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Richard Friedland - CEO 
 

Thanks, Vaughan. Are there any other further questions? Well, ladies and gentlemen, that concludes 
our results presentation for this morning. Please join us for some refreshments in the foyer. Thank you 
very much for your attendance this morning. Thank you. 
 
ENDS 
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